**The Art of Bazaar exhibition lands at NorthPark Center in partnership with Harper’s BAZAAR**

Dallas, TX – October 4, 2017 – NorthPark Center and Harper’s BAZAAR present *The Art of Bazaar*, a free exhibition highlighting the role of art in realm of fashion. The exhibition is one of many at NorthPark, shown throughout the year in a dedicated gallery space on Level One between Burberry and Louis Vuitton.

*The Art of Bazaar* underscores the deep connection between fashion and art by highlighting works included in the publication over its rich 150-year history. For the Harper brothers, who founded the magazine in 1867, style was about more than clothing; it was a vessel of expression for “whatever can comfort the heart and delight the eye.” From early illustrations by Salvador Dalí to Andy Warhol’s sketches of shoes, *Harper’s BAZAAR* has showcased fashion through the eyes of countless creative visionaries, propelling many of them on to legendary careers.

Man Ray’s surreal images from the 1930s showed the power of fashion to challenge perceptions; contributions from Diane Arbus and Toni Frissell asserted the value of photography as an art form; artist Cindy Sherman’s March 2016 send-up of street-style stars challenged the fashion industry to view its own practices with the critical eye of a bystander. The provocative role of art in the fashion world has changed evolved over the years, but the weight of its presence has remained constant – much like the magazine itself.

*The Art of BAZAAR* is exclusive to NorthPark Center and will be on view from October 23, 2017.

Images available here. Credits as follows:
- Georgia O’Keeffe’s hands, in the August 1946 issue, photographed by Alfred Stieglitz. CREDIT: Alfred Stieglitz
- A model floating in the water at Weeki Wachee Spring, Florida, photographed for the December 1947 issue by Toni Frissell. CREDIT: Toni Frissell - Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, Toni Frissell Collection
- A color drawing by Hélôïse Leloir—one of the top fashion-print artists of the day— from the November 2, 1867, issue captured the mode of the moment. CREDIT: Hélôïse Leloir

About NorthPark Center
NorthPark Center is the finest shopping experience and the preeminent shopping center in the Southwest with more than 230 stores and restaurants, including more than 70 market exclusives. Anchored by Neiman Marcus, Nordstrom, Macy’s and Dillard’s, NorthPark offers an unparalleled collection of luxury boutiques set amid internationally acclaimed 20th and 21st century art, award-winning architecture and extraordinary landscaping, as well as a 1.4-acre garden, CenterPark, and a state-of-the-art movie theatre, AMC NorthPark 15. NorthPark surpassed $1.2 billion in sales in 2016 and consistently ranks as one of the top five performing shopping centers in the United States. NorthPark is North Texas’
number one tourist destination and is conveniently located seven miles from downtown Dallas and 35 miles from Fort Worth. northparkcenter.com, 214-363-7441, 8687 N. Central Expressway, Dallas, TX 75225.

About Harper’s BAZAAR
Sophisticated, elegant and provocative, Harper's BAZAAR (www.bazaar.com) is the style resource for women who are the first to buy the best, from casual to couture. With authority and insider insight, Harper's BAZAAR showcases the work of visionary stylists, expressive photographers and talented designers, covering what’s new to what’s next. Celebrating 150 Years as America's first fashion magazine, BAZAAR is available in 44 countries around the world. Harper's BAZAAR is published by Hearst Magazines, a unit of Hearst (www.hearst.com), one of the nation's largest diversified media and information companies. With 20 titles in the U.S., Hearst is the largest publisher of monthly magazines with a total paid circulation of nearly 30 million (AAM 1H 2017). Hearst Magazines’ print and digital assets reach nearly 123 million readers and site visitors each month—nearly two-thirds of all women and millennial women in the country (source: 2017 comScore Multi-Platform // GfK MRI Media + Fusion (06-17/F16)). Follow Harper’s BAZAAR on Facebook, Pinterest, Tumblr, Instagram and Twitter.
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